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Wall-mounted console table with shelf 
Cercano

The Cercano console table (from Spanish for "next to") tells the story
of the modest influence of man on his creative power. By exploring
the nature of fickle attention, we have created a compact object that,
like a personal concierge of insights, is at your fingertips not by work
schedule but by flow. Cercano combines handmade woodworking
techniques with technological metalworking processes, preserving
the warmth of the craftsman in each piece.

The design of the table plays off gentle minimalism, combining curved
lines, rounded edges, and a tactilely pleasing table top in natural ash
wood. Its appeal is particularly emphasised by the luxurious black
finish. It shows off the natural texture, enveloping the workstation in a
halo of mystery. The sturdy and portable desk can adapt to any
interior, especially those with limited space. At the bottom of the wall
is a shelf for small items. If the Cercano table is used as a boudoir
table, it can become a storage space for decorative cosmetics and
grooming products.

Designer: Sergei Lvov 
Year of creation: 2021

Height: 896 mm
Depth: 500 mm
Width: 995 mm

Materials and instructions

Frame: steel tube 16 mm, steel bracket, powder coating, floor
protection pads, brass hallmark of authenticity. Tabletop: solid ash
wood 20 mm (oak available on request). Coatings and finishes: OSMO
hardwax-oil (Germany); KEMICHAL polyurethane enamel for wood
(Italy). Surface: silky matt.

Package information

Reliable cardboard packaging. Package quantity:
2 pieces. 960x520x50 mm, 1020x920x200 mm.
Weight: 13 kg. Requires assembling.

17 950 грн

Compact table for interiors with limited space.•
It is characterised by minimalist design and noble materials. •
You can place it against any wall, but don't forget about
mounting.

•

Use it as a desk or dressing table, as well as a shelf for books,
plants or TV.

•

Designed and made in Ukraine, with love!•


